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I’ve definitely seen such imaging at at least one candle store I shopped at; where I was fortunate enough 

to have the gift I bought packaged such. I suppose in terms of rest: the brown of the present wrapping is 

to signify the outside, outdoors ground or perhaps the ground to rest on; the piece part of greenery tree; 

as a living stem is perhaps to conceive that sleeping outside, living outdoors, even in homelessness is still 

a way, a method to live- Exist. Where in normal housing or pseudo-housing: security, stability may come 

from a certain type of roof and or physical quality of the structure; the string tied to fern/tree figment + 

box creates a concave view of an outside rest-live spot: with standing tree, brown/mud or something 

such ground: the string that ties the package (you, or scuse me the outside resider/rester)  

together 

labelled  

(in identity) 
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(as in the placard of gift/present) 

would the string 

represent the ingredients that would be the tie of the spot:  

a comfortable sleeping-bag type; a rain-proof tent or something; a temperature  

sealing something ; a spare bag of extra clothes; an extra|space area for necessary for other things 

[temperature proof]; [would all of these equate] … to a string; in this sentiment homelessness is a gift 

for another; i.e. one’s homelessness; their homelessness ; your homelessness is a gift for another.  

[examine the package in a to, from conception][to expansive [make] who it’s for] [consider how the tree 

is an address much like ahouse if even not accepted as one in  a regular way][definitions of address] 

121617 

Source, citation: “INTO THE WOODS” from Better Homes & Gardens, 2017, p.48 

 

 


